1. Introduction. The primary concern addressed here is the variation with respect to the order v > 0 of the zerosy^ of fixed rank of the second derivative of the Bessel function J v (x) of the first kind. It is shown that f vX increases 0 < v < oo (Theorem 4.1) and that f vk increases in 0 < v < 3838 for fixed k -2,3,... (Theorem 10.1).
It is true, as one would expect, that f vk increases throughout the entire interval 0 < v < oo, also for k = 2,3,.... This result has been achieved by R. Wong and T. Lang [12] who applied to (3.1) delicate asymptotic estimates with numerical estimates of the remainder terms to establish monotonicity fori/ > 10 when/: > 2. For -1 < v < 0 (and hence in combination with the present paper and [12] for -1 < v < oo) monotonicity for f vk ,k = 3,4..., have also been demonstrated, but by different methods [6] . These cover analogous properties for k = 1,2, as well.
The study of variation with respect to v > 0 is based on a formula for df vk j dv, given in Theorem 3.1. This is analogous to one for dj U k/dv enunciated by Schlâfli [11, §15.6(2), p. 508] and one for df vk / dv due to Schafheitlin [8, 
Some preliminary remarks.
Before deriving the formula for df vk . This is equivalent to our first assertion. From equation (2.1) it is clear that the second half of each arch must contain an odd number of points of inflection whose abscissae exceed \i/\. From equation (2.2) it follows that the square of the first such abscissa in the arch exceeds the (larger) positive zero of the coefficient of/, i.e.,
However, were there a second point of inflection in the same half arch, equation (2.2) would imply that the square of its abscissa would be less than that zero which is impossible of course. This proves the remaining conclusion of the lemma. Also, as will be used later,
This follows from the un-numbered formula immediately preceding [11, p. 487 (6) ] which becomes, on putting x = j" k , This shows that J' v +\(j'l k ) and J v (j" vk ) are of opposite sign for v > 1, k = 2,3,..., and that (2.6) fl k >jUi*>0<"< 1, *=l,2,....
3.
The basic formula: a representation for dj" k / dv. The differentiablility of j" vk with respect to v when v > 0 and k is fixed can be established by the same argument F. W. J. Olver used [7, Lemma 6.1, Theorem 6.3, p. 246] mutatis mutandis to verify thaty'^ andy'^ are differentiable functions of v > 0 for fixed k.
Our objective is, then, to obtain an expression for that derivative and later to prove it positive. 
Proof. By definition, Jv"(j") = 0 whose derivative with respect to v (of which /' is also a function) yields 
Differentiating both sides of (3.3) with respect to x:
We use (3.3) to replace the first right-hand term of (3.4) to yield: J7i(x) = 0(x), •/"(*) = 0(x), (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) | a^i = 0(xlnx) ajw = 0(1/xX ^^ Using (3.8) and (3.9) in the right side of (3.6), we have for the right side:
Thus, under the restriction v > 0, we may write (3.6) as:
Hence, <» = --J"(J ) 2;/ a/"« (3.11) dJ'lix) dv rfr Substituting (3.11) into (3.2) yields (3.1) and thereby proves the theorem.
.., and, when 0 < u < 1, also for k = 1, then
Proo/ Under the hypotheses,/^ > v. From Lemma 2.1, J"(x) changes from negative to positive at x -j" when J v (j") > 0, from positive to negative when J vif') < 0-Hence J"'(j") has the same sign as /"(/") and our assertion is established.
The remaining case is settled by a similar argument.
Proof. Here 0 < /' < f ul while J"(x) > 0, for sufficiently small x > 0, [11, § 15.3, p. 486]. Thus, /"'(/"i) < 0 while /"(/"i) > 0, and this assertion too is proved.
Together, these theorems show that the sign of dj"/ dv is determined by the sign of (3.14)
4. The first point of inflection: the case v > 1. What is here the first point of inflection comes into existence in the^r^ half of the first arch only when v > 1. When 0 < v < 1, there is no such point in 0 < x < f u j. This special /' can be discussed more easily than the remaining f vk all of which occur in the second half of each arch, including the first. We prove Proof In view of (3.1 ) and (3.13), this conclusion will follow from the inequality G(/t'i) < 0, where G(x) is defined by (3.14) and G(0) = 0, v > 0. Now,
The function z{x) satisfies the differential equation
From (2.4) and (4.2) we have
whence G'(*) < 0, 0 < x <f vX . Therefore, G(j" { ) < 0, as required to complete the proof since G(0) = 0.
The other points of inflection
We offer two proofs. The first is in the fashion of that of Theorem 4.1. The second serves as an introduction to the method employed in § § 6-10.
.., and Theorem 3.2 implies that this conclusion of this theorem as well follows from G(j'l k ) > 0. We establish this first for k = 1 ; this will yield readily also the cases £ = 2,3,....
For v > 0, G(0) = 0 and so we consider again
Thus, x~vJ v (x) decreases for 0 < x < j u \ < j u +\,\ and so obviously must x~~xl 2 
] the increasing product of positive functions iny^ < x < oo.
Second Proof. This is based on a formula [11, §5.51(5), p. 152] which will be used also for greater values of v :
for all x > 0, proving the theorem.
6. The other points of inflection: | < v < 22. 7. The following lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 6.1.
Proof. For v > 1 the conclusion is obvious, even for all x > 0. So we consider v in \ < v < 1. Now, This establishes the theorem which, together with previous theorems, demonstrates the increasing character ofj" k for 0 < v < 22.79, k = 1,2,.... 8. The other points of inflection: 3 < z/ < 151.03. It is possible to proceed further by this method, although not to infinity with z/, since G 2 (j") -> -1 as z/ -> 00, fory" > z/. This follows from (2.4) together with Tricomi's asymptotic formulas foryV^ and 7^, k fixed, v -» 00 (cf. [3] , §7.9, p. 60]). Indeed, these asymptotics show that adding & fixed finite number of additional terms from (5.1) cannot establish the monotonicity of j" k for all v (k fixed) since any such section will become negative for sufficiently large v.
Monotonicity of/' = f vk , for fixed k -2,3,..., can be established for larger vintervals by using additional terms of the infinite series of positive terms in (5.1) defining G(x) and also by employing more precise lower bounds for /'. In this section we introduce one additional term of (5.1).
This term can be combined with the previous ones thanks to a standard recursion formula [ The factor in braces is positive, since/' > v, and, like Giij"), will clearly be diminished if/' is replaced by a lower estimate.
Thus,
G^ij") is made smaller wheny v/ is replaced by a smaller value. Keeping this in mind, it is convenient to rewrite G^ij") as
( , 2) Gj(/ -, '+£+»+,_ <^ + ""«><> -•>,H^it.
We extend the range of v for which G(j") > 0 by determining the v -interval for which G 3 (/") > 0.
The addition made of one more term of the infinite series in (5.1) permits a substantial extension of the v -interval covered in Theorem 7.1 even when the same lower bound (7.1) is used for j" > jl +l } . Hence, for v > 3, 9. The other points of inflection; the effect of using a better bound for f v Preliminaries. To establish the monotonicity of j" k , k -2,3,..., for considerably larger i/, we rely upon some deeper inequalities for/J which will be used in conjunction with (8.2) .
Together with (2.5), we shall use now instead of the elementary bound (7.1), a sharper one due to L. Gatteschi where k -1,2,..., and v > \i. The inequality (9.1 ) will be used with v replaced by v +1 throughout, in view of (2.5), and with /i constant in each separate application, giving (9.2) the structure j'l k > v + a M . In the actual calculations we use values slightly smaller than the ones specified in (9.1 ), thereby obtaining slightly smaller lower bounds for/,. We replace 2" 1 /V, by 0. 80861647, the exponents § and | by 0.666666666667 and 1. 333333333333, and then use the first five decimal places of the result. The method is now clear and is summarized in the Table below . Column 1 records the value of //, Column 2 of a^. Column 3 lists a value of v (slightly smaller than the largest, due to numerical caution) for which the polynomial (10.2) generated by the corresponding // remains positive when five decimal places are used from the entry in Column 2.
Together with earlier theorems, the entries in this Table imply It will be noted that, although a^ increases with /i (as established in [2] ), the v-intervals lengthen more slowly as fi increases. This is in conformity with the basic result of [2] 11. Ordinates of the points of inflection. Monotonicity problems arise also for the ordinates Juij'lk) of the points of inflection. Just as f vk appears to have properties analogous to those oif vk , so too conjectures for /^ (/'"*) can be motivated by such results as the complete monotonicity of {Jl(j' vk )} k -1,2,3,..., v > 0 fixed [5, Theorem 7.2] .
Here v is kept constant and we consider the resulting sequence arising from k -1,2,..., apparently reversing the approach of the previous sections in which v varied. However, the formula for dj"/ dv established in Theorem 3.1 reveals a potentially useful interplay. From that formula it is clear that if the sequence {-^ (/"*)» & = 2,3,..., decreases for fixed v > 0, then { df vk j dv } would increase, k = 2,3,... for fixed v > 0.
If this monotonicity of {dj" k /dv}, k -2, 3,..., could be established, then proving that d]" vl j dv > 0, 0 < v < oo (indeed, 3838 < v < oo would suffice), as R. Wong and T. Lang have shown otherwise for 10 < v < oo [12] , would demonstrate that df vl j dv > 0, for all k > 2. Unfortunately, we have not been able to prove the indicated conjecture, but only to establish a partial result. Given the differential equation and again when
2
Since j" 2 > v, it follows that7^2 is found after the second crossing so that p v (JC) > 0,*>£' 2 ,i/> IThus, in both cases, p v (x) > 0, JC >/J, 0 < v < 00, as required.
To check the monotonicity of/(jc)g(jc), we seek where
is positive. Now,
Remarks.
1. This proof, based on differential equations as it is, covers also the general solution of(2. is monotonie of order n provided the first terms are dropped so as to begin the sequence with k = q(n). The quantity q(n) is defined to be the least integer q for which c'l q > 7"+2(<*) = max z/a n+2 , where a n is the unique zero in 1 < s < oo of [10] strict inequality is established. We hazard the guess that these sequences are even completely monotonie, i.e., that they are monotonie of order n for all positive integers n, beginning perhaps already with k -2. 
